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We consider a 1D Bose gas with attractive interactions in a highly excited state containing no bound

states. We show that in this so-called super Tonks-Girardeau gas, relaxation processes are suppressed,

making the system metastable over long time scales. We compute dynamical correlation functions,

revealing the structure of excitations, an enhancement of umklapp correlations and new branches due to

intermediate bound states. These features give a clear signature of the super Tonks-Girardeau regime and

can be used to experimentally identify it. We demonstrate that, despite its off-equilibrium nature, the

system displays critical behavior: correlation functions are characterized by asymptotic power-law decay

described by the Luttinger liquid framework.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.110.125302 PACS numbers: 67.85.�d, 05.30.Jp

Quantum many-body systems exhibiting strong correla-
tions are of prime interest from both theoretical and
experimental perspectives: they witness the breakdown of
the simple single-particle excitation picture, opening up
new possibilities for interesting states and excitations. In
one dimension, interactions generally lead to fractional-
ized low-energy collective modes displaying quantum
critical behavior [1]. One prominent example is the 1D
Bose gas [2,3], which can be, by now, experimentally
realized and probed in and out of equilibrium [4–7] with
tunable interaction strength [8].

An interesting set of questions is: how strong can
correlations become, and how do they reshape physical
properties? It is well known that infinitely strong repulsive
pointlike interactions (giving the Tonks-Girardeau gas
[9,10]) lead to effective fermionization of the degree of
freedom. One way to make correlations stronger is to
consider longer-ranged interactions, as in a dipolar gas
[11]. On the other hand, turning on attractive interactions
has an even more dramatic effect of leading to the forma-
tion of bound-state quasiparticles. The ground state then
becomes a macroscopic bound cluster [12], with strongly
gapped dynamical responses [13].

An interesting alternative for the attractive 1D Bose gas
is to consider a highly excited state in which no bound
states are present, all particles being in a low-lying gaseous
state. This system was subjected to recent experimental [6]
and theoretical [14–19] studies, and is known as the super
Tonks-Girardeau gas (sTG). Contrary to the ground state of
the attractive gas, this state displays a finite energy per
particle in the thermodynamic limit. The structure of its
excitations is similar to that found in fermionic systems,
with the addition of bound states. It is our purpose in
this Letter to perform a theoretical analysis, using an
integrability-based method, of the dynamical responses
of the sTG gas. Our aim is to highlight its experimen-
tally observable features, facilitating its identification in

the laboratory. Interestingly, correlations in this off-
equilibrium state still display quantum-critical Luttinger
liquid universality-class behavior, as will be clear from
our results.
The Letter is organized as follows. After introducing the

system and the correlations we intend to study, we describe
its excitations in detail, focusing on those relevant to the
sTG state. After discussing the stability of this state and
showing that its decay rates are sufficiently small to make
it metastable on realistic time scales, we compute its
density-density correlations in momentum space and real
space. We end with a discussion of the system’s quantum
critical features.
Setup.—Our starting point is the Lieb-Liniger

Hamiltonian (taking @ ¼ 2m ¼ 1) [2] for N-particles in a
cyclic system of length L,

HLL ¼ �XN
i¼1

@2xi þ 2c
XN
i<j

�ðxi � xjÞ; (1)

where c parametrizes interactions, which we take to lie in
the attractive regime (c < 0). We address correlations
by studying the density-density function defined by its
Lehmann representation

Sðk;!Þ ¼ 2�

L

X
�2H

jh�j�kjsTGij2�ð!� E� þ EsTGÞ; (2)

where � labels eigenstate with energy E� in the Hilbert
space H , and �k is the Fourier transform of the density

operator �k ¼
P

q�
y
qþk�q (where the operators �q, �

þ
q

satisfy canonical bosonic commutation relations
½�q;�

þ
q0 � ¼ �q;q0). We denote with jsTGi the sTG state;

its explicit definition will be provided after we discuss the
eigenstates. The density-density correlation is experimen-
tally accessible with Bragg spectroscopy [20].
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Eigenstates.—The Lieb-Liniger Hamiltonian (1) is
exactly solvable by Bethe ansatz [2]. The N-particle
wave function is given by a linear combination of plane
waves

�ðx1; . . . ; xNÞ ¼
YN
j>k

sgnðxj � xkÞ
X
PN

APe
i
P

i
�Pi

xi (3)

withAP ¼ ð�1Þ½P�ei=2
P

j>k
sgnðxj�xkÞ�ð�Pj

��Pk
Þ
and the two-

particle phase shift �ð�Þ ¼ 2 arctanð�=cÞ. By imposing
periodic boundary conditions, rapidities f�jgNj¼1 get

quantized via the Bethe equations

�j þ 1

L

XN
k¼1

�ð�j � �kÞ ¼ 2�

L
Ij: (4)

The quantum numbers fIjgNj¼1 are integers (N-odd) or half-

odd integers (N-even) and completely specify the eigen-
state. The Hilbert space of HLL is spanned by different
choices of sets fIjg. The momentum of the eigenstate is

P� ¼ P
N
j¼1 �j, whereas the energy equals E� ¼ P

N
j¼1 �

2
j .

The structure of the Hilbert space is different depending
on the sign of interactions. Characteristic for repulsive
interactions is a Pauli-like principle: quantum numbers
must be mutually distinct and all solutions to the Bethe
equations are real. Attractive interactions drastically
change this by allowing complex rapidity solutions [12].
These then form regular patterns in the complex plane
(strings) with exponentially small corrections in the system
size, which for the system size considered here are com-
pletely negligible. Strings are symmetric around the real
axis, their imaginary parts having a spacing of jcj. They
are naturally understood as bound states representing in-
dependent, stable particles. The nonzero imaginary part of
rapidities causes exponential decay of the wave function
for increasing separation of two particles within a string,
with a characteristic distance jcj�1 [12].

The ground state is formed by a single bound state
(N-string). All other eigenstates can be constructed by
two basic operations, either by breaking them and/or by
giving them momentum. In the attractive regime, the Pauli
principle holds between strings of the same length. The
state classification is then straightforward.

sTG gas.—For a system with N-particles, we explicitly
define the sTG state as a collection of one-strings with the
following choice of quantum numbers:

IsTGj ¼ �N þ 1

2
þ j; j ¼ 1; . . . ; N: (5)

The sTG state is thus the lowest-lying, purely gaslike state
with no bound states; it has a Fermi sea structure similar to
the ground state of the repulsive gas (Fig. 1); this fact
ultimately explains its quantum critical behavior, to be
seen later in the correlations we compute.

Such a state can be experimentally realized by employ-
ing a confinement-induced resonance [6,8]. Quenching the
magnetic field over the resonance changes the sign of the
interactions. Starting in the ground state of the TG gas,
the interaction parameter is quenched to the other side of
the resonance. Quenching to c ¼ �1 exclusively popu-
lates the sTG state. Quenching to a finite but large negative
value of c leads to a combination of states with the sTG
state being predominant, all other states having an ampli-
tude suppressed by at least a factor jcj�2. In fact, observing
the correlation features which we give below, would allow
one to quantify the ‘‘closeness’’ to the sTG state obtained
in an actual experiment.
In order to compute correlations we first need to classify

the excitations around the sTG gas. One class of excitations
are the particle-hole excitations paralleling those of the
repulsive gas [2]. We can again distinguish type I and
type II modes, which can be combined to create
multiparticle-hole excited states (see Fig. 1(b)). These
excitations lead to a modified version of correlations as
compared to the repulsive gas; attractive interactions
inducing smooth changes to the particle-hole contribution
to the correlation as one tunes 1=c through zero.
Other classes of excitations involve bound states of two

or more atoms [see Fig. 1(c)]. These lead to new branches
of correlations, which we discuss in the next section. The
gas is ultimately metastable due to particles progressively
binding into such energetically favorable kinds of excita-
tions. However, as we show here, the rate of formation of
bound states induced by generic perturbations is small. The
estimate of this rate confirms that the system is sufficiently
long-lived to be experimentally observable.
We examine the simplest (and most probable) process:

the formation of a two-string (bound state with two parti-
cles) in order to quantify the time scale for stability of
the gas. Consider adding a localized impurity potential

[V̂ ¼ ��Fn
�1
1D�ðx ¼ 0Þ] to the otherwise isolated system.

Here � is a dimensionless constant, �F ¼ ð@�n1DÞ2=2m
is the Fermi energy, n1D is the 1D density, and m is
the atomic mass. Such a perturbation induces decays
whose rate can be computed using Fermi’s golden rule.
Assuming that the external potential is weak (we set

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 1. Pictorial representation of quantum numbers for sys-
tem with N ¼ 8 particles and in (a) the sTG state, (b) an excited
state with one particle-hole excitation, and (c) an excited state
with one 2-string.
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� ¼ 0:1) for a gas of 133Cs atoms of 1D density
n1D ¼ 106 m�1 with c=n1D ¼ �8, we get a rate �2-str ¼
ð��F=@n1DÞ2Sð! ¼ 0�Þ � 1 s�1. Sð! ¼ 0�Þ is the
density-density correlator summed over all momenta [see
Eq. (7)] and taken at the slightly negative value of the
energy so that only bound states contribute. For larger
attractive interactions and weaker perturbations the time
scale is much larger. A typical experimental time scale is
�10�3 � 10�1 s and is thus shorter than ��1

2-str. For repul-

sive interactions the stability of the gas is controlled by the
rate of 3-body collision [21]; as this rate is of the same
order as �2-str, the sTG gas can be viewed in practice as
being as stable as the repulsive gas.

A physical picture of this stability is as follows: for a
two-string to form, two particles must be a distance jcj�1

apart. This is, however, highly unlikely since the initial
nonlocal pair correlation function [SðxÞ] exhibits fermionic
behavior; at small distances its value is small. This shows
that decay channels are not really open (for c ¼ �1 they
are, in fact, completely closed since the rates from Fermi’s
golden rule vanish). We analyze the behavior of SðxÞ in the
next section. Further evidence for the stability of the sTG
gas is provided by numerical computation of the com-
pressibility of the gas, which is positive for large attractive
interactions [14].

Density-density correlation function.—We directly
compute the Fourier transform of the density-density cor-
relation function [Eq. (2)] by adapting the method used
previously for the repulsive gas [22]. The matrix elements
of the density operator (form factors) are known exactly
through the methods of algebraic Bethe ansatz [23].
Equation (2) demonstrates the computational method.
The ABACUS algorithm [24] was used to recursively
explore the Hilbert space looking for states that contribute
the most to the correlation. We obtained highly accurate
results for the density-density correlation function for
N ¼ 128, the f-sum rule identity

R1
�1!Sðk;!Þd!2�¼N

Lk
2

giving a quantitative check (Table I).
Momentum space.—The dynamical correlation is plotted

in Fig. 2. As the sTG state takes the form of a Fermi sea, its
low-lying type I and II excitations have a linear spectrum
and this sector of the sTG gas falls into the Luttinger liquid
universality class, with Luttinger parameter 0:5<K < 1
(see inset of Fig. 3). The behavior of the correlation along
the edges of support of a single particle-hole excitation
agrees, in fact, with the predictions of nonlinear Luttinger
theory [25]. For values of K > 1 (repulsive interactions)

there is a singularity along the type I mode (upper thresh-
old) and smooth vanishing of correlation along the type II
mode (lower threshold). For 0:5<K < 1, inversely, the
correlation is smooth along the particle mode and diverges
along the hole mode. This shift of correlation weight
towards the lower threshold is clearly seen in our data
(see Figs. 2 and 3). Additionally, bound states contribute
in another window of energies starting below zero (because
of the binding energy of a two-string). Since the correlation
weight carried by those states vanishes for infinite jcj, the
most interesting situation occurs when the interaction is
not too large: one then sees a new, broad branch of corre-
lations developing around a dispersing bound state (see
Fig. 2, bottom).
Two other interesting quantities, namely, the static cor-

relator and the dynamical autocorrelator

SðkÞ ¼
Z 1

�1
Sðk;!Þd!

2�
; (6)

Sð!Þ ¼ 1

L

X
k

Sðk;!Þ; (7)

are plotted in Fig. 4. The shift of the correlation weight
towards the lower threshold leaves a characteristic mark in
the static correlator [Eq. (6) and Fig. 4] [14]. For repulsive
interactions, the static correlator around k ¼ 2kF smoothly
approaches its asymptotic value from below [SðkÞ ! 1].
Here at k ¼ 2kF we observe a divergence of the correlator
and a power-law tail above the asymptote.

TABLE I. Levels of saturation of the f-sum rule. All
computations were performed at unit filling (N=L ¼ 1) and for
N ¼ 128 particles.

c ¼ �8 c ¼ �16 c ¼ �64 c ¼ �256

k ¼ kF 99.7% 99.7% 99.9% 99.9%

k ¼ 2kF 99.3% 99.3% 99.9% 99.9%

FIG. 2 (color online). The density-density correlation in
momentum and energy space for c ¼ �8, c ¼ �16, and c ¼
�64. The negative energy parts of the plots were rescaled by
factors 10, 100, and 2:5� 105, respectively, to make the string
contribution easier to see. The discontinuity in the c ¼ �8 plot
around ! ¼ 0 is an artifact of this rescaling. As the interactions
become more attractive, the correlation weight spreads uni-
formly between the lower- and upper-thresholds of the single
particle-hole continuum, just as for the TG gas. At the same
time, the contribution from intermediate bound states is sup-
pressed in value and moves to lower energy.
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Moreover, for less attractive interactions, the dynamical
autocorrelator Sð!Þ [Eq. (7) and Fig. 4] develops a plateau
on the negative side of !. This plateau is a clear signature
of the attractive gas and of contributions coming from
intermediate bound states. Together with the divergence

at the lower threshold, these are the two smoking guns to
look for experimentally.
Real space.—We now move on to real space and inspect

the Fourier transform of the static correlator

SðxÞ ¼ 1

L

X
k

e�ikxSðkÞ: (8)

From the behavior of SðxÞ for small x we can infer the
effective statistics of the particles (Fig. 5). We see the
fermioniclike behavior, which is robust to changes in
the interaction [19]. This is similar to the fermionization
process in the repulsive 1D Bose gas [10].
At large distances, results can be compared with

Luttinger liquid theory, which predicts [1,26] the large
distance asymptote of correlations as a series,

SLLðxÞ ¼ 1� K

2ð�xÞ2 þ
X
m�1

Am

cosð2mkFxÞ
x2m

2K
: (9)

In the sTG case, this formula describes the leading particle-
hole contributions to the correlations. The prefactors Am in
Eq. (9) are not universal. They depend on the microscopic
theory and are connected with the scaling limit of form
factors [27]. This, in turn, allows for the exact computation
of prefactors in integrable theories where form factors are
explicitly known. Figure 5 depicts the comparison between
the correlations computed for N ¼ 128 and the asymp-
totics (including prefactors) from Ref. [27]. The accurate
match is yet another illustration of the applicability of the
theory of Luttinger liquids in this off-equilibrium context.

FIG. 3 (color online). Fixed momentum cuts through the dy-
namical structure factor. The shift of the correlation weight
towards the lower threshold and contributions from intermediate
bound states for !< 0 are clearly visible. For comparison, the
c ¼ 16 ground-state correlation, where the singularity is at
the upper threshold, was also plotted. Inset: The relation between
the interaction parameter c and the Luttinger parameter
K (K2 ¼ 2��ðkFÞ, where �ð�Þ is the solution to the Lieb
equation [2]). For attractive interactions K becomes smaller
than 1.

FIG. 4 (color online). Top: Static structure factor. Attractive
interactions lead to a singularity at k ¼ 2kF. Bottom: Dynamical
autocorrelator. For smaller attractive interactions an extended
plateau develops for !< 0. This clearly indicates the contribu-
tion to the density-density correlation from intermediate bound
states.

FIG. 5 (color online). Distance dependence of the density-
density correlation. Despite varying the interaction parameter
system is consistently fermionic in behavior. Smaller attractive
interactions increase Friedel oscillations. Inset: Correlations
immediately approach the asymptotic behavior predicted by
Luttinger liquid theory. All curves converge to 1.
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Conclusions and outlook.— In this Letter we considered
the super Tonks-Girardeau gas and its correlations.
We showed that attractive interactions drastically modify
the dynamical responses of the system, while leaving it
metastable over long time scales. The system exhibits even
stronger collective behavior than its repulsive counterpart,
with the majority of the density-density correlation carried
by the type II mode and an enhancement of umklapp
correlations around 2kF, ultimately causing the divergence
of the static correlator at k ¼ 2kF. On top of this, there are
intermediate bound states with an extended region of cor-
relation for !< 0. In experimental realizations, observing
these features would allow one to confirm that one has,
indeed, constructed a clean version of the super Tonks-
Girardeau gas.

We also showed that, despite attractive interactions and
metastability, the super Tonks-Girardeau gas, due to its
structure still resembling a closed Fermi sea, still displays
the standard features of a quantum critical liquid. The
system has a sector of excitations which falls into the
Luttinger liquid universality class, whose contributions set
the leading long-distance asymptotes of correlations in
agreement with Luttinger liquid theory. The subleading
contributions coming from bound states could be reintro-
duced by treating them as mobile quantum impurities, in a
similar fashion to the case of spin impurities in ferromag-
netic Luttinger liquids [28]. Going further, initialmetastable
quantum-critical states similar in spirit to the sTG state can
exist in other systems (e.g., multicomponent bosons, fermi-
ons). Wewill investigate these issues in future publications.
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